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A. IDENTITY OF PETITIONER 

Michelle Merceri asks this Court to accept review of the 

Division I opinion below that terminates review. 

B. COURT OF APPEALS DECISION 

Division I issued its decision terminating review on April 

1, 2024, a copy of which is in the Appendix. 

C. ISSUES PRESENTED 

1. When government takes a property owner’s 
property and withholds compensation for an extended 
period, is an owner entitled to compound interest on the 
damages for the value of the land taken by the government 
as an element of constitutional “just compensation?” 

2. Is a property owner entitled to attorney fees 
under RCW 8.25.075(3) to obtain just compensation 
where a trial was commenced and the parties partially 
settled, but further trial proceedings ensued in which the 
property owner recovered interest on the inverse 
condemnation settlement award, resulting in an overall 
recovery that exceeded by more than 10% the 
government’s offer for the damage to her property? 

D. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

Division I’s opinion is very selective in its discussion of 

the facts and procedures here, glossing over critical factual points 
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bearing on this Court’s review.  Op. at 1-4.  This more complete 

statement of the case follows.   

Merceri bought her home in 2006, in a residential 

community surrounding Lake Washington’s Fairweather Basin.  

CP 622-23.  She made this purchase with the expectation that her 

property would retain its value, due to its location and residential 

character with attractive landscaping and trees that provided a 

buffer to nearby SR 520.  Id.  The property was protected by a 

covenant that limited construction to residential construction and 

limited the height of walls to four feet to preserve park-like views 

within the residential community.  CP 54-56, 623-24.   

By 2011, the Washington State Department of 

Transportation (“WSDOT”) engaged in extensive construction 

in the area as part of its expansion of SR 520 that was not 

residential in character.  CP 54-56, 623-24.  It tore out mature 

landscaping and tall trees that provided a natural buffer to the 

highway. It constructed industrial, water management systems 

and a maintenance road that abutted Merceri’s property.  
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WSDOT forever changed the nature of what was an all 

residential community.  CP 623-24.  WSDOT did not pay 

Merceri for the damages its construction caused to her property 

in violation of the property’s residential covenant, or for the 

devaluation of her property.  

When Merceri sued WSDOT for inverse condemnation, 

CP 1-8,1 the trial court denied WSDOT’s motion to dismiss, CP 

482-504, ruling that WSDOT was liable for violating the 

community’s residential covenant, reserving the issues of 

damages and just compensation for trial.  CP 479-81.  Not noted 

by Division I, on August 19, 2022, WSDOT made only what it 

described as a partial offer to settle under RCW 8.25.010.  CP 

1  Division I’s opinion makes reference to an interest on 
the part of Shawn Jones and Deutsche Bank in Merceri’s 
property.  Op. at 3.  Jones never appeared at trial or on appeal in 
this matter. CP 902-04. Deutsche Bank only contested Merceri’s 
counsel’s attorney lien in Cause No. 85690-1, and acted as a free 
rider on Merceri’s appeal on interest and fees that renowned to 
the Bank’s benefit. The trial court denied a motion to alter its 
judgment that referenced Jones and the bank as judgment 
creditors. CP 1047-49. 
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806.  That offer did not include interest or fees.  Id.  WSDOT 

expressly confined its offer to the terms set out in it, and nothing 

else; the offer expressly excluded intertest and fees.  CP 971.  

Merceri agreed to that offer, noting that further trial proceedings 

on interest and fees remained.  CP 973.  

The trial on just compensation began.  Not noted by 

Division I, the trial court empaneled a jury, but the jury was not 

sworn.  CP 1051; the court heard motions in limine.  WSDOT 

sought to exclude all of Merceri’s witnesses who would testify 

as to the devaluation of the Merceri property resulting from 

WSDOT’s construction on the lots that adjoined the Merceri 

property in its motion in limine.  The trial court granted that 

motion.  CP 792-96.  The parties thereafter entered into the 

partial settlement agreement in which WSDOT paid Merceri 

$205,000 for her damages, but reserved interest and fees to be 

decided later.  CP 803-05.  In its proposed judgment to effectuate 

the settlement, WSDOT did not provide for interest on the 

$205,000 settlement.  CP 806-15. 
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Ultimately, only after the contemplated hearing (during 

the trial process), the trial court determined that WSDOT’s offer 

required payment of prejudgment interest, but the parties 

disagreed on the amount.  Merceri argued that compound interest 

was necessary for just compensation; had she received the 

$205,000 when she sustained damage to her property back in 

May 2011, the funds would have significantly appreciated in 

value in the nearly 11.5 years she would have had to invest the 

funds.     

Merceri submitted declarations to prove the need for 

compound interest to effectuate just compensation.  Professor Ed 

deHaan, an accounting professor from the University of 

Washington, testified that compound interest is standard in the 

financial world and routine when calculating the time value of 

money over such a long time period.  CP 831-40.  Professor 

deHaan noted that even the Internal Revenue Service uses 

interest, compounded daily, when calculating penalties for late 

payments.  Merceri submitted another declaration from a local 
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businesswoman, Vickie Reynolds.  Reynolds testified that daily 

compound interest is routine among local financial institutions 

with which she has accounts.  CP 841-42.  She testified that as a 

prudent investor she “would never accept simple interest” for her 

investment/savings accounts.  CP 842.  Merceri testified to the 

same, as did her lawyer who also noted that daily compound 

interest is the standard for accounts at his financial institutions.  

CP 843-50.   

Not noted by Division I, WSDOT did not controvert the 

declarations submitted by Merceri on compound interest to 

implement constitutional just compensation. Rather, it merely 

argued for simple statutory interest.  CP 867-77.  The trial court 

awarded only $282,664.11 in simple interest on the $205,000 

principal that should have been paid nearly 11.5 years ago.  CP 

895-01.2  Critical to any analysis of whether the trial court abused 

2 Thus, Division I’s observation, op. at 14, that just 
compensation was established by settlement after the jury was 
selected but before it was sworn is belied by the post-settlement 
trial proceedings that resulted in an award of interest. 
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its discretion on interest, the trial court’s order was devoid of any 

reasoning whatsoever on compound vs. simple interest.  CP 898.  

However, despite the trial court’s lack of analysis, Division I 

supplied lengthy after-the-fact rationale sua sponte for the trial 

court’s decision for the first time on appeal.  Op. at 11-12. 

Merceri also asked the trial court to enter a supplemental 

judgment awarding her litigation fees and expenses she incurred 

to obtain full just compensation for having to pursue the inverse 

condemnation action against WSDOT. CP 911-45.  The trial 

court, however, denied an award of the litigation fees and 

expenses Merceri incurred in successfully obtaining just 

compensation by its order entered on November 4, 2022, simply 

on the basis that trial allegedly had not begun when settlement 

occurred, CP 1053, a determination unsupported by the actual 

events below, without the rationale later supplied by Division I.  

Op. at 14-17. 

E. ARGUMENT WHY REVIEW SHOULD BE 
ACCEPTED 
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This is an inverse condemnation case under article I, § 16 

of our Constitution.3  “An inverse condemnation occurs when the 

government takes or damages property without the formal 

exercise of the power of eminent domain.”  Kay v. King County 

Solid Waste Div., 9 Wn. App. 2d 1012, 2019 WL 2342348 (2019) 

at *2 (emphasis added).  In such actions, the property is taken 

before just compensation is paid: 

In a conventional eminent domain proceeding, 
property is not taken or damaged until just 
compensation is paid. But in an inverse 
condemnation … property is taken before just 
compensation is paid. In these cases, we have held 
that interest is necessary to compensate the property 
owner for the loss of the use of the monetary value 
of the taking or damage from the time of the taking 
until just compensation is paid. 

3  Article I, § 16 states:  “No private property shall be taken 
or damaged for public or private use without just compensation 
having been first made, or paid into court for the owner.”  This 
Court has taken cases involving eminent domain issues on direct 
review under RAP 4.2(a)(4).  See, e.g., Central Puget Sd. 
Regional Transit Auth. v. WR-SRI 120th No. LLC, 191 Wn.2d 
223, 422 P.3d 891 (2018) (Sound Transit condemnation of City 
electrical transmission line easements); Yim v. City of Seattle,
194 Wn.2d 651, 451 P.3d 675 (2019) (defining regulatory 
takings). 
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Sintra v. City of Seattle, 131 Wn.2d 640, 655, 935 P.2d 555 

(1997) abrogated on other grounds by Yim v. City of Seattle,  194 

Wn.2d 682, 451 P.2d 694 (2019).  Thus, there are often long 

delays between the taking and an award of just compensation, 

during which the citizen would normally have had the ability to 

invest and earn interest on money that should have been paid 

long ago.   

Because inverse condemnation actions occur throughout 

the State and involve all levels of government,4 this case has 

statewide implications and the issues presented here will recur 

until this Court resolves them.  RAP 13.4(b)(4). 

(1) Division I Erred in Its Treatment of Compound 
Interest Due to Merceri as Just Compensation for 
the Taking of Her Property 

The trial court erred in awarding simple statutory interest 

in this case, misreading this Court’s precedent and 

4 Petersen v. Port of Seattle, 94 Wn.2d 479, 618 P.2d 67 
(1980), an early inverse condemnation case involved a port.  Kay
involved a county. 
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misunderstanding the overwhelming trend in takings cases to 

permit compound interest in such cases.  RAP 13.4(b)(1).  Where 

there is no question that Merceri is entitled to prejudgment 

interest for the damage done to her property by WSDOT, and the 

trial court correctly concluded that Merceri had a right to such 

interest, it should have awarded compound interest for the 

reasons the Sintra court articulated.   

This case has a constitutional dimension because interest 

is an element of a property owner’s constitutional just 

compensation under article I, § 16 for delay in being paid for the 

government’s taking of the owner’s property interest.  E.g., 

Decker v. State, 188 Wash. 222, 228, 62 P.2d 35 (1936) (“The 

general rule is (and this court is committed to it) that interest is 

to be added to the amount of the award from the time possession 

of the property was actually taken” in an inverse condemnation 

case); Sintra, 131 Wn.2d at 656 (“Interest in this context is not 

an award of prejudgment interest on a liquidated sum in the 

traditional sense, but it is a measure of the rate of return on the 
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property had there been no delay in payment.”).  Payment of 

appropriate interest on any award inheres in the overall analysis 

of just compensation: 

Just compensation requires that the property owner 
be put in the same position monetarily as he or she 
would have occupied had the property not been 
taken. It consists of the full equivalent of the value 
of the property paid contemporaneously with the 
taking. 

Id. at 655.   

The importance of compound interest is nothing new. 

Federal courts routinely award compound interest.5 Even the IRS 

pays compound interest on tax refunds. CP 832. Division I’s 

belief that federal eminent domain law somehow does not 

compel payment of compound interest for a taking, op. at 11-13, 

is incorrect. An early Washington federal court case, United 

5  Judge Learned Hand observed a century ago, “Whatever 
may have been our archaic notes about interest, in modern 
financial communities a dollar to-day is worth more than a dollar 
next year, and to ignore the interval as immaterial is to contradict 
well-settled beliefs about value.”  Procter & Gamble Distrib. Co. 
v. Sherman, 2 F.2d 165, 166 (S.D.N.Y. 1924). 
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States v. No. Pac. Ry. Co., 51 F. Supp. 749 (E.D. Wash. 1943) 

approved of compound interest under Washington law. Contrary 

to Division I’s dismissive treatment, op. at 13, that case is 

consistent with federal law.  

Compound interest in eminent domain proceedings is 

well-recognized in federal law, part of the just compensation 

required under the Fifth Amendment in takings cases.   

The reason for compound interest where a taking has 

occurred is clear. The payment of compound interest is mandated 

from the date of the taking because it is necessary “to accomplish 

complete justice” under the Fifth Amendment’s Takings Clause.  

Phelps v. United States, 274 U.S. 341, 344, 47 S. Ct. 611, 71 L. 

Ed. 1083 (1927).6 Where a property owner does not receive 

immediate payment for a taking, the owner must receive interest 

sufficient to place the property owner in as good a position as 

6 See also, Schneider v. County of San Diego, 285 F.3d 
784, 789 (9th Cir. 2002);  Dynamic Corp. of Am. v. United States, 
766 F.2d 518, 520 (Fed. Cir. 1985).  
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he/she would have had if the payment had coincided with the 

taking.  Kirby Forest Indus., Inc. v. United States, 467 U.S. 1, 10, 

104 S. Ct. 2187, 81 L. Ed. 2d 1 (1984) (citing Phelps, 274 U.S. 

at 344).  

The Federal Court of Claims has often re-affirmed the 

principle that compound interest must be awarded. “Where the 

government delays its payment for ‘taken’ property, an award of 

compound interest is appropriate.”  Whitney Benefits, Inc. v. 

United States, 30 Fed. Cl. 411, 414 (1994).  “Simple interest 

cannot put the property owner ‘in as good a position pecuniarily 

as [he or she] would have occupied if the payment had coincided 

with the appropriation,’ because it undervalues the worth of the 

property.  Id. at 415 (quoting ITT Corp. v. United States, 17 Cl. 

Ct. 199, 240 (1989)); Brunswick Corp. v. United States, 36 Fed. 

Cl. 204, 219 (Fed. Cl. 1996), aff’d, 152 F.3d 946 (Fed. Cir. 1998) 

(compound interest shall be paid “since no prudent, 

commercially reasonable investor would invest at simple 

interest.”).  Denial of compound interest after a long delay would 
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effectively undercut the protections of the Fifth Amendment 

because it would provide property owners with less than if they 

had been compensated at the time of the taking.  Whitney 

Benefits, 30 Fed. Cl. at 415.   

In Vaizburd v. United States, 67 Fed. Cl. 499, 504 (2005), 

the Court of Claims awarded compound interest based on United 

States' “decade-long delay in compensating Plaintiffs for their 

[interfering with their] easement.” There, the party requested 

compound interest based on “general references to the 

requirement of full compensation for loss due to delay.”  Id. As 

this Court stated in Sintra, the federal court noted that what 

makes for full compensation is a fact question “based on the 

particular circumstances of a given case.”  Id.  But even without 

specific proof about the need for compound interest from the 

requesting party, the Court of Claims allowed interest to 

compound because “Compounding [is] a routine means by which 

a reasonable person would protect themselves, over an extended 

period of time, from erosion of their investment.”  Id.  In Jackson 
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v. United States, 155 Fed. Cl. 689 (2021), the court rejected the 

application of the federal statutory takings interest rate and 

upheld the compounding of interest that a prudent investor would 

earn. 

Division I’s labored effort to distinguish these federal 

authorities, in a fashion never argued by WSDOT or articulated 

by the trial court below, op. at 11-13, should be rejected.  The 

trial court did not analyze compounding of interest at all, and 

remand is appropriate to correct that obvious error.  Division I 

engaged in what amounted to improper fact-finding on appeal. 

Twenty-six years ago, this Court addressed interest in a 

taking case in Sintra.  No case since has addressed prejudgment 

interest in an inverse condemnation action.  The Sintra court 

recognized that interest is not a cost, but an element of 

constitutional just compensation.  131 Wn.2d at 656 (“…interest 

is necessary to compensate the property owner for the loss of the 

use of monetary value of the taking or damage from the time of 

the taking until just compensation is paid.”).  Such damage may 
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be measured by simple interest, but compound interest may be 

employed if simple interest fails to effectuate just compensation 

for the property owner.  Id. at 660-61.   

The Sintra court overturned an award of compound 

interest in an inverse condemnation case, not because of any 

prohibition on such, but because Sintra failed to produce any 

evidence that the trial court’s award of compound interest was 

necessary to provide just compensation to the property owner.  

Failure to produce evidence caused the Court to overturn the 

compound interest element of the “just compensation.”  The 

Court stated that simple interest was the rule for just 

compensation unless 

a party proves by presenting evidence that statutory 
simple interest does not afford just compensation, 
[then] the trial court has discretion to award 
compound interest. Absent such proof, however, a 
property owner in a temporary regulatory takings 
case is entitled only to simple interest under RCW 
8.28.040 as part of just compensation. In this case, 
where no evidence was offered from which the trial 
court could base an award of compound interest, we 
hold the trial court is guided by and should follow 
RCW 8.28.040 in calculating interest. 
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Id. at 660-61 (citations omitted).   

Sintra provided the road map on how landowners may 

obtain compound interest – by producing evidence related to the 

loss of the use of the monetary value of the delayed payment of 

just compensation for the government’s property damage.  

Division I ignored that roadmap. 

In this case, Merceri followed Sintra’s direction.  She 

produced uncontroverted evidence that WSDOT did not pay any 

money for the damage it did to her property, that her property 

had been damaged by WSDOT’s actions since 2011, and that 

compound interest was necessary to provide her just 

compensation. If the value of her loss had been invested in a 

simple interest-bearing savings account, she would have earned 

interest compounded daily.  She documented her loss in her own 

declaration, the declaration of attorney Woodley, and the 

declaration of businessperson Vickie Reynolds.   
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Importantly, the declaration of the University of 

Washington Foster School of Business Associate Professor Ed 

deHaan addressed the fact that simple statutory interest was not 

enough to result in just compensation because “[c]ompound 

intertest is fundamental in modern finance …” CP 832. He 

testified that online compound interest calculators such as the 

one offered by the United States Securities and Exchange 

Commission at investor.gov  

(https://www.investor.gov/financial-tools-calculators/ 

calculators/compound-interest-calculator (last visited April 16, 

2024)) are a reliable way to calculate compound interest, and 

easy to calculate. CP 833. WSDOT offered no evidence to rebut 

the foregoing evidence that interest compounded is required to 

provide constitutional just compensation to Merceri.  

Division I misunderstood the thrust of Merceri’s 

contention regarding the application of the federal rule that 

compound interest should be paid for a taking.  Op. at 13.  

Washington eminent domain law in recent years has 
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become consistent with federal law.  In fact, the Legislature 

amended Washington’s eminent domain statutes to accomplish 

that purpose in order to access federal funds to pay property 

owners’ expenses.  As the Kay court explained:  

RCW 8.25.075 was enacted, and RCW 8.25.070 
was amended, as part of the Relocation Assistance 
and Real Property Acquisition Policy Act, Laws of 
1971, 1st. Ex. Sess., ch. 240. This act was passed so 
that state and local governments could obtain 
financial aid in acquiring property by meeting the 
requirements of the federal Uniform Relocation 
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies 
Act of 1970, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4654.4655, that litigation 
expenses, including attorney fees, be paid in certain 
cases. 

Kay, supra at *5 n.3. See also, City of Seattle v. McCoy, 112 Wn. 

App. 26, 32, 48 P.3d 993 (2002). The federal government makes 

funds available to states to pay takings-related costs. Those costs 

include attorney fees.  42 U.S.C. § 4654(c).  Haggart v. Woodley, 

809 F.3d 1336, 1344 (Fed. Cir. 2016).  The Washington 

Legislature amended RCW 8.25.070(3) in 1988 to make the 

award of fees under that statute mandatory. By bringing 

Washington eminent domain law into conformity with federal 
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law and its payment of compound interest, the State will have the 

benefit of federal funds. 

Here, too, compounding interest is a proper means by 

which to provide Merceri just compensation for WSDOT’s 

taking of her property right. She would have prudently invested 

the funds in 2011 and earned intertest compounded daily. 

Merceri presented specific, uncontroverted evidence from a local 

accounting professor, a businessperson, and a lawyer discussing 

the routine, expected application of compound interest to her lost 

property right over 11 years.  Awarding her only simple statutory 

interest did not adequately account for the time value of money 

in the decade-plus time it took to resolve this case. She did not 

receive constitutionally-mandated just compensation. 

To award any less than compound interest undercuts the 

protections of our Constitution’s takings clause and 

undercompensates Merceri for the significant loss in value of 

property she incurred since 2011.   

Review is merited in this case because Division I’s opinion 
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contravenes Sintra.  RAP 13.4(b)(1).  This Court needs to 

reaffirm and delineate the principles on interest as constitutional 

just compensation in inverse condemnation actions. This case 

checks all the boxes for review by this Court – clarification of an 

important constitutional principle, involving public funds, and a 

case capable of recurrence at all levels of government across the 

state. 

(2) Division I Erred in Failing to Conclude that Merceri 
Was Entitled to a Fee Award under RCW 8.25.075 
to Preserve Her Just Compensation for the Taking 
of Her Property 

This Court has long recognized that the failure to award 

fees and litigation expenses detracts from the just compensation 

to which a property owner is constitutionally entitled when the 

government takes her or his property.  State v. Roth, 78 Wn.2d 

711, 712, 479 P.2d 55 (1971).  As the Roth court noted, the 

Legislature attempted to ameliorate that result.  Id. at 712-13.  

While the Court’s discussion addressed RCW 8.25.070, relating 

to formal eminent domain proceedings, it is no less true as to 
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RCW 8.25.075 that addresses inverse condemnation actions.  In 

Kay, supra, Division I itself summarized that policy: 

Thus, RCW 8.25.075(3) protects landowners who 
might otherwise exhaust their resources in litigating 
a takings claim by ensuring they are compensated 
for their attorney fees and costs and, in this way, 
vindicating their right to full and fair compensation 
for their losses. 

State v. Chambers, 9 Wn. App. 2d 1019, 2019 WL 2423317 

(2019) at *3.  Simply put, fee awards are critical to effectuate a 

constitutionally-based public policy of just compensation. 

The trial court declined to award fees under RCW 

8.25.075(3), apparently because no verdict was rendered in the 

case, CP 1050-53, despite the fact that only a trial prompted the 

resolution of Merceri’s entitlement to obtain just compensation. 

As will be discussed infra, that interpretation, later seemingly 

adopted by Division I, op. at 14-16, is wrong.  

But RCW 8.25.075(3) only requires that fees be awarded 

if the recovery exceeds the State’s offer by 10% as the result of 

trial.  See Appendix.  The result here met the 10% requirement. 
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The judgment entered by the trial court plainly exceeded by 10% 

the best offer made by WSDOT: Merceri recovered $487,664.11, 

which exceeded WSDOT’s best offer of $205,000.  

This Court in State v. Costich, 152 Wn.2d 463, 98 P.3d 

795 (2004) focused on the comparison under RCW 8.25.073(3) 

between the actual offer by the government and the result 

precipitated by the trial, including interest.  Id. at 474-75.7 Here, 

as in Kay, the value of the ultimate judgment of $486,787.95, far

exceeded the value of the State’s $205,000 offer. 

As for the second element, Division I erred in its belief 

that a trial to verdict was necessary under RCW 8.25.075(3). 

Nothing in the express language of RCW 8.25.070(3) requires 

trial to a verdict. CR 38(a) defines a trial as “the judicial 

7 This reflects practice elsewhere. See e.g., McConnell v. 
Mothers Work, Inc., 131 Wn. App. 525, 534, 128 P.3d 128 
(2006), (addressing an analogous statute, RCW 49.48.030, that 
awarded fees the trial result improved upon what was offered in 
settlement; Division III held that the judgment of $139,053.68, 
that included prejudgment interest, exceeded the offer of 
$125,000, and the plaintiffs were entitled to fees).
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examination of the issues between the parties, whether they are 

issues of law or of fact.” Clearly, the rule contemplates trial as a 

process.  It is not simply the verdict or the judge’s bench trial 

decision. Indeed, here, Division I’s own opinion acknowledges 

that the trial involved three phases. Op. at 3. Only phase 1 was 

resolved in settlement. And in phases 1 and 2, the trial court 

“judicially examined” whether WSDOT took Merceri’s 

property, declining to grant WSDOT’s motion to dismiss her 

inverse condemnation claim, the court assessed WSDOT’s 

settlement offer, and judicially determined interest and fees 

issues thereafter. 

Moreover, Division I was flatly wrong when it averred that 

the payment of interest arose from parties’ partial settlement, op. 

at 15; it overlooked what really occurred here. Trial proceedings 

were commenced prior to that partial settlement. Merceri’s 

judgment that included damages and interest was entered after 

motions in limine were argued and decided, CP 784-96, trial 

briefs were submitted to the court, CP 756-59, 797-802, and a 
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jury had been empaneled in the case. The settlement was partial 

only. CP 852-53. Further court proceedings were contemplated 

to fully resolve issues in the case. Id. In the post-settlement trial 

proceedings, the trial court awarded Merceri interest, albeit not 

as much as she merited. CP 895-901. But for the entirety of the 

trial process, Merceri would not have received just 

compensation. CP 479-504. 

Historically, courts have not rigorously adhered to the 

necessity of a trial with all the bells and whistles for fees to be 

recoverable under RCW 8.25.075(3), in any event.  In Petersen 

supra, this Court had no trouble in awarding fees to a property 

owner in an inverse condemnation action where a trial in the 

conventional sense never occurred. Division I’s attempt to 

distinguish the case, op. at 15, by saying that just compensation 

and interest in this case “followed as a result of a settlement,” is 

flatly wrong.  Compensation was the subject of a partial

settlement; interest was not.  Trial proceedings resulted in 

WSDOT paying interest to Merceri. In Petersen, a judgment was 
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entered on agreed facts.  That was not a “trial” in any 

conventional sense.  The Petersen court reversed the trial court’s 

denial of fees.  94 Wn.2d at 488-89.  See also, City of Snohomish 

v. Joslin, 9 Wn. App. 495, 513 P.2d 293 (1973) (fees allowed in 

a case resolved by motion). Contrary to Division I’s belief, op. at 

15-16, Joslin remains persuasive authority for the principle that 

courts award eminent domain fees without a trial to a verdict.  

Division I’s ruling, with its crimped RCW 8.25.075(3) 

analysis denying fees, upsets two key public policies. First, the 

fact that a trial to verdict was not held should not prejudice 

Merceri’s right to fees, particularly considering this Court’s 

strong public policy favoring settlement. Seafirst Center Limited 

P’ship v. Erickson, 127 Wn.2d 355, 366, 898 P.2d 299 (1995) 

(recognizing “Washington’s strong public policy of encouraging 

settlements”). For the trial court to adhere to a strict policy that a 

full “trial” is necessary before fees may be awarded makes little 

practical sense. Cases settle.  Indeed, this Court’s public policy 

fully supports settlement of cases. To force a trial to verdict 
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before a property owner may recover fees to preserve her/his just 

compensation for the taking of her/his property by government 

action is bad policy.   

Second, Division I’s statutory analysis upsets the public 

policy upheld by this Court in inverse condemnation actions – 

preserving the property owner’s just compensation by awarding 

the property owner fees and expenses, just as the Legislature 

expected, to make the owner whole: 

The legislature has recognized that awards in 
eminent domain proceedings, though constitutional, 
may fall short of complete compensation because of 
litigation expenses. Consequently, it has enacted 
laws designed to encourage settlement and limit 
extended litigation expense. 

Petersen, 94 Wn.2d at 487.  In Kay, supra, Division I stated: 

Thus, RCW 8.25.075(3) protects landowners who 
might otherwise exhaust their resources in litigating 
a takings claim by ensuring they are compensated 
for their attorney fees and costs and, in this way, 
vindicating their right to full and fair compensation 
for their losses.  

9 Wn. App. 2d 1019 at *3.  Simply put, fee awards are critical to 

effect a constitutionally based public policy of just 
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compensation.    

The trial court rendered a judgment for Merceri that 

exceeded the offer by WSDOT by more than ten  percent only 

because she participated in a trial process as in Petersen or Joslin.  

Merceri should recover her documented fees and litigation 

expenses. And again, this case checks off all the reasons why 

review should be granted. Division I’s opinion is contrary to 

Supreme Court and Court of Appeals precedent in requiring a 

trial to verdict, contrary to the language of RCW 8.25.075(3) and 

the definition of a trial in CR 38(a). It violates this Court’s public 

policy favoring settlement. The opinion involves eminent 

domain issues that occur across the State, and is capable of 

recurrence. Review is merited.  RAP 13.4(b)(1, 2, 4).  

F. CONCLUSION 

This Court should grant review, RAP 13.4(b), and reverse 

the interest award and remand the case to the trial court with 

instructions to compound interest, and it should award Merceri 
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her fees and costs on appeal.8

This document contains 4,900 words, excluding the parts 

of the document exempted from the word count by RAP 18.17. 

DATED this 29th day of April, 2024. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Philip A. Talmadge 
Philip A. Talmadge 
WSBA #6973 
Aaron P. Orheim 
WSBA #47670 
Talmadge/Fitzpatrick 
2775 Harbor Avenue SW 
Third Floor, Suite C 
Seattle, WA 98126 
(206) 574-6661 

Gordon Arthur Woodley 
WSBA #7783 
Woodley Law 
PO Box 53043 
Bellevue, WA 98015-3043 
(425) 802-1400 

8 Merceri requested fees at trial and on appeal in 
accordance with RAP 18.1(a) below. Br. of Appellant at 33. 
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